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and Avoidance Technologies
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Abstract—Traffic congestion has become a growing problem in
many countries since the innovation of engines, and
consequently, the mass production of commuter vehicles in the
19th century. A number of solutions have been sought to reduce
its impact. Through a literature survey, this paper attempts to
categorize a number of current approaches and identify the
strengths and weaknesses of each solution or a combination of
such solutions, in order to build a good background study. From
this survey it has become clear that for success any solution most
likely will have to integrate technologies from the different
categories. For example, technical solutions must be combined
with good traffic rules and regulations. Public education and the
announcement of new regulations for commuters must be
performed in stages and repetitively to increase public
awareness.
Index Terms—traffic jam avoidance, congestion, integrated
and intelligent system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

URRENTLY there are numerous problems associated
with traffic jams. Aside from the delays that a traffic
congestion may cause, it can also affect people
psychologically (in terms of stress) as well as physically
(causing tiredness, accidents, noise pollution and breathing
problems due to air pollution). Traffic jams can be caused by
obvious factors, such as the overflow of vehicles during busy
hours or at special events, accidents, slow vehicles obstructing
fast lanes, etc. and also by not so obvious reasons like (i.e.
ripple effect which causes phantom traffic jams [1]).
Many researchers have offered various approaches to tackle
the traffic jam problem. The cost to reduce its impact has also
been growing, which makes many developing countries lag
behind in their effort to overcome it. For example, in 2003 to
2004 alone Great Britain [2] has spent 242 million pounds to
start its Making Better Use (MBU) program, which is part of
its Highway Agency program. This program includes (but not
limited to) the installation of automated incident detection and
warning system, CCTV cameras, advanced road side message
signs, spot improvements on needed areas (such as improving
layouts of lanes and junctions and signaling at various
junctions), finding novel approaches to traffic management
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and the management information systems necessary to support
the agency's work, as well as research and development of a
national traffic control center.
Each approach can use one particular technology or a
combination of them. A couple of common technologies used
in many relatively advanced countries are ETC (Electronic
Toll Collection) which was started in 1986 in Norway, and
VICS (Vehicle Information and Communication System)
which was started in the 1990s in Japan [3]. ETC allows
drivers to pass a toll gate without stopping for payment and is
installed in many cars. The VICS system [16] is a service
using FM broadcast and optical beacons on the roadside to
deliver traffic jam information to drivers so that their car
navigation systems can display congested areas/roads on the
map and navigate them avoiding the congested areas. Both
systems can reduce the possibility of traffic jams, but requires
supporting devices on the roads and on each vehicle. The ETC
method not only requires a device on each vehicle, but it also
assumes that each vehicle owner abides by the regulation;
otherwise the automatic bank-account deduction mechanism
will not work. Additionally, there is the extra cost incurred
when the authorities want to persecute negligent vehicle
owners.
Similarly in the VICS system, although VICS is useful there
could be a time lag between the disseminated information and
the real situation faced by the driver. This is because VICS
collects all traffic jam information to one location (e.g., a
central server), and disseminates it after processing. Also, if
all cars in a certain road receive the same information and
change their route in the same way according to the
information, then the selected route will be congested quickly.
Additionally, VICS requires many devices to be installed on
the roadside for monitoring traffic conditions, and thus it is
costly to deploy the VICS system on small roads (which can
be used as alternative routes during a traffic jam). The cost is
even higher when considering coverage for a large
metropolitan city.
II. RESEARCH & REVIEW METHOD
This paper attempts to categorize a number of current
approaches, as well as identify the strengths and weaknesses
of each solution or a combination of solutions. The aim is to
build a good background study, before proposing new ideas.
The method used is through a literature survey. The survey
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inccludes browsin
ng about this topic in the internet and in
IEE
EE’s digital liibrary, as welll as looking in
n to a numberr of
books.

CHES IN TRAFFIC CONGESTION
N
III. A NUMBEER OF APPROAC
REDUCTION

Three approacches are survey
yed in this pap
per. Namely, the
n meticulous traffic
t
design [2],
[
appproach which is: a) based on
[5]]-[6], [9] and [6];
[ b) using in
nter-vehicle com
mmunication and
a
traaffic flow simu
ulators [3], [8]], [10], [12]; and
a c) using ro
oad
traavel time on Vaariable Messag
ge Signs (VMS) [7], [14]-[15]].
A
A. Meticulous Traffic Design
n Approaches
The meticulou
us traffic desiign approachees involves steeps
succh as regionaal traffic plann
ning, intersecttion optimization
dessign, pedestriaan crossing opttimization desiign, and operaable
maanagement meaasurement (imp
plementing reg
gulations). These
steeps have show
wn to be ab
ble to improv
ve urban trafffic
connditions and eaase the traffic jams,
j
such as shown
s
in the case
of Wanjiali road,, Changsha, Ch
hina [6].

Figure 1: In
ntersection beforee and after meticu
ulous design

R
Research show
ws that 60% of
o accidents an
nd most of trafffic
jam
ms have occurrred in intersections [6]. The work
w
of [6] sho
ows
thaat efficiency can be inccreased by 66.67%,
6
throu
ugh
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mation desiggn. The trannsformations
meticul ous transform
includess the reductioon of the inteersection areaa, wider left
turning wait area, reaasonable signaal timing, andd making the
right off way between vehicles and ppedestrian cleaar (see figure
1 and T
Table 1 [6]).
Anotther reason forr traffic jams iss that the numbber of inputoutput llanes does nott match that in the intersectioon node. To
overcom
me the over fflow of vehicles in the intersection, the
center lline of the roaddway is shiftedd to reduce the width of the
minimum widtth in single innput lane is
originall lanes. The m
made too be 2.75m. A
After a long peeriod of observvation, it was
noticed that traffic accidents were nnot increasing aand thus this
approacch was consideered to be a feaasible solution [6].
Trafffic managemennt can also impprove the load of the roads,
by resttricting peak hour traffic through reguulation (e.g.
applyinng single-doublle license platee, and set allow
wable times,
mple during Beijing Olympicc Games). Coommuters are
for exam
also enccouraged to trravel by bus; otherwise theyy should use
the toll road. Tax is aapplied for priivately owned vehicles and
other taaxes are added, such a mileagge tax, a fuel cconsumption
tax, an eexhaust emissiion tax, parkingg fees and so oon. Added to
this, paarking in the heavy traffic areas is conntrolled (e.g.
limited parking time aand limited parrking spaces).
Advaanced traffic control meethods and information
technoloogy are usuallly adopted in meticulous trraffic design
approacches. This inccludes making driving routee guides and
traffic-iinformation avvailable (suchh as in the V
VMS system
discusseed further beloow), applying m
managed parkiing, applying
traffic fflow control, aas well as proviiding automatiic control for
public ttransport.
Otherr references [[2, 5, 9] discuuss more reguulations and
public eeducation, incluuding the folloowing:
(i)
Implement employee parrking cash-outt (equalizing
the parking subsidy). Thiss would have aan immediate
mmuting by 25%.
impact of redducing car com
Abolish all aautomobile subbsidies (direct and indirect)
(ii)
and pay for this from the gas tax and/oor other auto
fic mitigation
user fees. Siimilarly, elimiinate all "traffi
fees" and "ddeveloper fees" and "parkingg assessment
fees" that ssubsidize the automobile. A
Alternatively,
use these ffees for constrructing guide way transit
instead of automobile-rrelated constrruction that
encourages greater auto uuse (and make people want
to own moree vehicles).
Institute "Faare Lanes." Thhese let anyonee use carpool
(iii)
lanes, but chharges them a fare per car. Use existing
lanes of roaads or making better use of motor ways
and trunk rooads [2]. Do noot add more lannes.
Eliminate pparking requireements in inddustrial areas
(iv)
(and ideallyy, everywhere)). If necessaryy, implement
parking perm
mits for neighbborhoods (alreaady common
in some citties). Note thaat this approacch will only
work if goood public transsport is availaable in those
industrial areeas.
Implement ttraffic calmingg to create a m
more livable
(v)
neighborhoood and decreasse automobile dependency.
This will alsso decrease autto usage.
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Use congestion
c
prricing. Any congestion still
s
remainiing will be eliminated by
b the use of
congesttion pricing. Th
his means charrging for road use
u
an amo
ount that variess so that trafficc is kept moving.
As rush hour appro
oaches, the prrice increases in
i order to keeep total cars using the facility
y at
stages in
the sam
me optimal flow
w level. The mo
oney raised cou
uld
be used
d to build guidee way transit because road ussers
also ben
nefit by paying for potentiall motorists to use
u
alternattives. Congesstion pricing also increaases
highwaay capacity, wh
hile reducing political
p
pressure
for morre highway con
nstruction.
The go
overnment (or its appointed
d agency) shou
uld
adopt a more expansive approach to
t testing out the
range of
o measures at its disposal, carrying
c
out more
trials att more sites to increase its ch
hances of succeess,
whilst managing
m
the risks
r
involved.
Before implementing
g any new ro
oad policies the
ment or appo
ointed agency should seek to
governm
educatee the commuteers or convincee users about the
benefitss they would bring to them
m, as a means of
gaining
g public acceptaance.

Qualitative an
nalysis [2] sho
ows that good design improv
ves
fic capacity and
d reduces delay
y, as shown wh
hen
inttersection traffi
all the intersectio
on input lanes are
a changed fro
om 4 to 6, and the
mber of outpu
ut lanes is kept invariant. Alsso, by optimizing
num
open-ends setting
g, adding signaal control, good
d design is ablee to
minate the intterference betw
ween vehicles and pedestriaans,
elim
whhich in turn heelps pedestrian
ns cross safely
y and enables the
traaffic to flow smoothly. Moreover,
M
quan
ntitative analy
ysis
shoows that the traffic capacitty increases by
b 15%, delay
y is
redduced by 20%
%, travel speeed can increasse by 10%, and
a
connflict point is reduced
r
by 80%
% [2].
It is clear that the meticulouss traffic design
n approach is very
efffective, as it combines a num
mber of techno
ologies to redu
uce
thee traffic congesstion problem.
Step
Inttersection
opttimization
dessign

Oppen-ends
treeatment
Puublic traffic
Parrking
maanagement

Improvemen
nt
 Increase input lanes by
b shifting laane
center and reducing lanee width.
 Set pedestrrian and bicyccles waiting areas
by markin
ng / channeeling island and
a
railings at corners.
c
 Set left turrning waiting area
a
and optim
mize
signal timin
ng.
Close a few open
o
lanes, optimize pedestrrian
ways, and ad
dd signal con
ntrol at reserv
ved
open.
Adjust the station
s
lay-ou
ut and impro
ove
facilities.
Prohibit parkin
ng near road-siide and across..

TABLE I. Wanjiali road meticulous
m
traffic design
d
[6]
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B. Innter-vehicle Coommunicationss & Traffic Flow
w
Simullators
Trafffic informationn can be obtainned by gatherinng statistical
traffic ddata using interr-vehicle comm
munication (i.ee. short range
wirelesss communicatiion, GPS and ssmall computerr in each car)
[3]. Coonsequently thhe data (the time to get tto a certain
destinattion) can be annalyzed to detect movement – where slow
movem
ment indicates thhere is a traffic jam. In this method cars
are equuipped to autoonomously colllect and sharee traffic jam
informaation using intter-vehicle com
mmunication bbased on the
IEEE 8 02.11 wirelesss communicatiion protocol, w
without using
additionnal devices oon the roads. This methodd allows the
onboardd device to esttimate the timee required to gget to certain
destinattions. The stepps involved aree: (a) measurem
ment of time
to pass each route, (bb) calculation of the statisticcs of time to
pass eacch route by excchanging the m
measured time aand statistics
among cars, and (c) estimation of time requireed to get to
destinattion.

Figure 2: Divvision of traffic in
nto areas (after [33])

In [3]] it is assumedd that a given rooad map can bee treated as a
graph w
where each nodde and link corrresponds to ann intersection
and a rooad between inntersections, reespectively. Thhe time to get
to a desstination from the current loocation of a veehicle can be
estimateed theoreticallyy by summingg up time to paass each link
to the ddestination.
Conssequently, a tarrget geographical region can divided into
square sshaped areas w
with distances of several hunndred meters
from onne square to aanother, as shhown in Figuree 2 [3]. The
links thhrough which a car enters annd exits an areea are called
incominng link and ooutgoing link,, respectively.. A pair of
incominng and outgoinng links is callled a link paiir. Secondly,
the tim
me needed to pass each areea for every link pair is
measureed and is calledd the area passsage time. Thee dotted lines
indicatee boundaries bbetween areas ((see Figure 3). As for the
area onn the center oof the figure, there are 5 links across
boundarry, indicated as α, β, γ, δ, andd ε (also Figure 3). When a
car passses this area, thhe car passes ttwo of these linnks, and thus
there arre 5 x 4 = 20 combinations of link pairs. When a car
crosses boundary of aan area, the caar records the ccurrent time.
me is the diffeerence of recorrded time at
The areea passage tim
incominng and outgoinng links of the aarea.
This method was then evaluated using a traffic flow
simulatoor called NETSTREAM, whhich has been ddeveloped by
Toyota Central R & D Labs [12]. N
NETSTREAM was used to
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esttimate traffic jaam at Nagano Olympic Gam
mes in 1998 and
d it
waas successful in generating a good estim
mation (i.e. with
w
reaalistic traffic flows
f
on an acctual road systtem). Moreov
ver,
NE
ETSTREAM has
h the ability to
t support morre than 1000 cars
c
runnning on a given map simulttaneously. It allso has a function
to construct an arbitrary road system con
nsisting of roaads
d limits and certain numberr of
(linnks), along wiith legal speed
lannes, intersections (nodes) witth traffic lightss. It is capablee of
usiing specified tiime intervals to
o change colorrs and so on using
a ggraphical interfface. NETSTR
REAM simulatees traffic flow on
thee given map as follows. It reads the map data, the
infformation on liinks and nodess, and other infformation such
h as
thee time intervalss of traffic ligh
hts. Its initial in
nformation of cars
c
is configurable, along
a
with thee number of caars which follo
ows
g each car run
n on the speciffied
eacch link or routte, and making
linnk within the leegal speed limit. It also recorrds logs including
loccations of alll cars every second. In this simulation
expperiment up to
o 300 cars aree used. Each car
c measures the
tim
me to pass an
n area (called area passagee time) for eaach
enttering/exiting pair
p of roads (ccalled link pairr) of the area, and
a
traaffic informatio
on statistics are
a generated from cars wh
hich
havve passed the same
s
pair of ro
oads. By measuring the averaage
areea passage tim
me for each pair
p
of roads crossing an area
a
bouundary, the tim
me difference between
b
multip
ple routes with the
sam
me link pair caan be considerred by taking into account also
a
thee waiting time at traffic lightss and/or turning
g at intersectio
ons.
Reesults show that about 55
5% of link-paairs time hass a
diffference of lesss than 10%, which
w
means th
hat this method
d is
acccurate enough for practical usse [12].

Figure 3:
3 Links across arrea boundaries (a
after [3])

A
Another simullation softwaree currently av
vailable is Leg
gion
forr Aimsun [8]. It is a fully in
ntegrated pedesstrian and vehiicle
sim
mulation solutiion which usees mainly vid
deo cameras (see
Figgure 4). Legiion has paten
nted its pedesstrian simulation
sollution and its movement
m
algo
orithms have been
b
calibrated
d to
acttual measurem
ments of wallking speeds, personal spaace
preeferences and the elastic toleerances of thesse measuremen
nts.
It cclaims to havee an accuracy of
o 95% for a prediction
p
of how
h
peoople will mo
ove in spaces and to havee been used by
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indepenndent agencies including Lonndon Undergroound, Madrid
Metro aand the Londonn Fire Brigade.. With Legionn the user can
evaluatee and predicct evacuation times, densiity analysis,
journeyy times betweenn locations, deelay, route choiice and other
metrics.. Other predicction softwaree simulations aare discussed
in [9,100] and [12].

F
Figure 4: Inside a traffic command
d centre - video caameras
are used iin most major citties (after [6, 8])

mes on VMS
C. Rooad Travel Tim
Unliike inter-vehiccle communicaation which uuses beacons
generateed by onboaard device on each vehiccle, another
approacch relies on sennsors which arre embedded onn the surface
of the rroad [14]-[15]. These devicees can providee data so that
drivers can know how much time is required too reach their
destinattion. Integrateed with softwaare, this approoach helps to
improvee the flow of trraffic accordinng through a seelf-regulating
process : the driving ttime between two points is displayed in
me, so that drivvers can evaluuate the state oof traffic and
real tim
may chooose another leess encumbered route if needd be.
Sensoors embedded in carriage-waays are able to provide data
in ordeer to calculatee several variables in reall time. This
includess data on trafffic flow, speeed and a repreesentation of
traffic ddensity. In thhe VMS system
m [7] the otheer data items
suggestted to be incluuded in the ddisplay (or FM
M radio) are
informaation on whaat motorists sshould consideer doing to
minimizze or avoid ddelay, alternatiive routes to help drivers
bypass certain congeestions (thesee routes can bbe suggested
methods – e.gg. ant-colony
more inntelligently, ussing various m
algorithhm [4] or ffuzzy algorithhm [10]), annd relevant
informaation to driveers as they appproach junctiions to join
motorw
ways. These types of infoormation allow
w drivers to
consideer other routes,, the length off traffic jams aand when the
jams caan be overcom
me (perhaps duue to accidentts), and how
long it is expected tiime to clear jjams. In the case of antcolony algorithm, whhich is appliedd in North-Weest region of
Delhi, IIndia, consistiing of 25 placces, it is fouund that, this
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alggorithm can provide new
w routes, resulting
r
in an
im
mprovement off distance 3%
% to 47.9% comparing with
w
exiisting jammed routes [4].

Figure 5: VMS device (sig
gnpost) on the exp
pressway
around Paris (Ph
hoto. INRETS) [7]

In the VMS system
s
[7] thee sensors are typically, spacced
appproximately 50
00 meters aparrt, along with the
t signposts (see
Figgure 5) and measurements
m
are
a taken every
y minute. Further
ressearch by the transportation
t
authorities sho
ows that althou
ugh
driivers are for th
he most part (9
98%), glad to benefit from this
t
VM
MS service, most
m
of the tim
me, they are no
n more likely
y to
chaange their itin
nerary when th
he expressway
y is crowded [7],
[
[155]. One study
y [7], [11] con
nducted in Pariis, France, sho
ows
thaat the assum
mption that drivers
d
wish to reach th
heir
desstinations as quickly
q
as posssible is not valid for all driveers:
outt of 30 driverss (all of whom
m know alternaative routes), only
23% of particip
pants emphassized wanting to reach th
heir
uickly as posssible, and cho
ose an alternattive
desstination as qu
rouute because th
hey were fam
miliar it; 60% emphasized the
com
mfort of drivin
ng; the remain
ning 17% opted
d to stay becau
use
thee travel times to reach their destination displayed on VM
MS
siggn board were not
n too long.
IV. DISSCUSSION
F
From this liteerature review
w we believe that the vario
ous
appproaches surveeyed can be grrouped into thrree (3) categoriies.
Thhese categories are as follows.
A. Improving th
he usage of thee existing roads or building new
n
ones [6, 9].
B. Installing new hardware:
i. On the roads: video, sensors [4], [7
7], [13]-[14], and
a
nic Toll Collecction [3])
toll gatees (e.g. Electron
ii. On eaach vehicle: devices such
s
as GP
PS,
commun
nication devicees (both are usually
u
integraated
with so
oftware which
h can includee simulations to
predict possible trafffic jams [8]-[10], [12] and
a
m
(e.g. ant colony [4]))).
various optimization methods
C. Implementin
ng regulations which manage traffic [2], [5][
[6].
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The aapplicability of these categorries mainly deppends on the
practicaality of implem
menting each technology ussed, and the
availabiility of funds. Furthermore,, it is clear thaat there is no
single ccategory whicch can addresss the traffic jam problem
effectivvely. These caategories shoulld be combinedd in order to
free roaads from trafficc jams. It is allso important tto implement
the mosst appropriate ttechnology onn the most conggested roads.
For exaample, the VM
MS system whhich requires sensors to be
embeddded on the target roads cannot be successfully
implem
mented on conggested roads w
which do not hhave suitable
alternattives (capacity and distance w
wise).
Theree are numbeer of weakneesses in the approaches
surveyeed in the curreent literature reeview. Certainn approaches
assume a certain quallity of existingg infrastructuree and assume
in level of eduucation among the drivers. F
For example,
a certain
the metticulous approaach of [1] doees not recommend building
new lannes [9], becausse the existing lanes are big eenough to be
convertted. In the V
VMS approacch it is assum
med that the
majorityy of commuterrs are keen to rread road-messsages, which
may noot be a valid aassumption in all deploymennt situations.
Similarlly, while certaain regulationss are practical,, others may
in factt create addiitional problem
ms. Thus, foor example,
regulatiions prohibitinng factory workkers to use cars/motors can
reduce traffic but iits effectiveneess is dependdent on the
existencce of good puublic transporttation. Along these lines,
regulatiions imposingg too much transport taxx in certain
countriees may cause ppolitical unrestt. In the case of subsidies,
in certaain countries ssubsidies are rrequired to enaable funding
for infrrastructure devvelopment. Thiis is notable inn developing
nations because privaately owned companies typiically do not
have suufficient fundds to perform what is seenn to be the
governm
ment’s role in iinfrastructure bbuilding.
Overrall there are nuumber of prom
mising strong aaspects of the
various approaches.
Many innvestigations have been
conductted in this toppic, and these can be used aas a stepping
stone foor other novel solutions in the future, or forr the existing
methodds to mature. M
Meticulous dessign has a bettter chance to
succeedd since it has combined sevveral technologgies and has
proven to give goood results in achieving bbetter traffic
conditioons.
V. CONCLUSSION
Whille there are a number of teechnologies whhich can aid
certain approaches too reduce and aavoid traffic jaams, there is
for a solution tthat makes usee of existing
still a nneed to look fo
technoloogies (e.g. ussing existing hardware) inn commutervehicless. This enablees better integrration and lesss cost to the
commut
uters. Using exxisting technologies also has the benefit
of familliarity on the ppart of the userr (drivers), andd reduces the
need foor buyer educaation regardingg the related prroducts. It is
also cleear that whateever novel sollution might ssubsequently
developp, most likely tthe solution w
will integrate asspects across
the cattegories of appproaches. Thhus, for exam
mple, in the
categoryy of regullations, publiic educationn and the
announccement of new
w regulations ffor the commuuters must be
perform
med in stages and repetiitively to inccrease their
awareneess.
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